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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Weiner comes a “cheerful” (The New York
Times Book Review) and “charming” (People) tale of friendship, furry creatures, and finding the
place where you belong.Alice Mayfair, twelve years old, slips through the world unseen and
unnoticed. Ignored by her family and shipped off to her eighth boarding school, Alice would like
a friend. And when she rescues Millie Maximus from drowning in a lake one day, she finds
one.But Millie is a Bigfoot, part of a clan who dwells deep in the woods. Most Bigfoots believe
that people—NoFurs, as they call them—are dangerous, yet Millie is fascinated with the No-Fur
world. She is convinced that humans will appreciate all the things about her that her Bigfoot tribe
does not: her fearless nature, her lovely singing voice, and her desire to be a star.Alice swears to
protect Millie’s secret. But a league of Bigfoot hunters is on their trail, led by a lonely kid named
Jeremy. And in order to survive, Alice and Millie have to put their trust in each other—and have
faith in themselves—above all else.

From School Library JournalGr 4–6—Weiner's middle grade debut tells the story of Alice, a 12-
year-old girl who is ostracized and bullied because of her larger size and unruly hair. Alice
begins attending the rural, offbeat Experimental Center of Love and Learning—the eighth school
to which her wealthy parents, who want little to do with her, have sent her—where she rescues
an unusual girl named Millie from drowning in the lake. Millie is a young Yare, or what humans
commonly refer to as "Bigfoot," but she is small and fascinated by human life, unlike the rest of
the larger, stronger Yare in her tribe, who forbid her from interacting with "No-Furs," or humans.
Alice and Millie quickly bond, but Millie is soon threatened when she is spotted by a painfully
average boy named Jeremy, who hopes to carve out his own niche by discovering Bigfoot.
Weiner's three young outcasts are well-developed as each seeks belonging, acceptance, and
friendship. While Alice loathes her hair and size, Millie admires these attributes and insists Alice
is beautiful and strong, and the novel concludes with a feeling of camaraderie and inclusivity as
the teachers and students at the Experimental Center stand up for Alice and Millie. The epilogue
leaves several unanswered questions, creating an opening for a sequel. VERDICT A
heartwarming tale about friendship and belonging that will resonate with those young readers
who have ever struggled to fit in or find their place in the world.—Laura J. Giunta, Garden City
Public Library, NYReview"Young readers who have ever felt too big or been made to feel small
will feel just right in the cheerful glow of Weiner's contemporary fairy tale." ― The New York
Times Book Review"A charming story about finding a safe place to let your freak flag fly." ―
People"Bestselling adult author Weiner (In Her Shoes) makes a winning children’s book debut
with this witty story of outcasts coming together, first in a trilogy. . . .Well-drawn characters, high
comedy, and an open-ended finale will leave readers eager for the next installment." ―



Publishers Weekly"Weiner writes an engaging tale that helps children to understand both
bullying and the difficulties faced by people who in some way deviate from the norm. . . .
Enchanting right up to the sequel-beckoning end." ― Kirkus Reviews"A heartwarming tale about
friendship and belonging that will resonate with those young readers who have ever struggled to
fit in or find their place in the world." ― School Library Journal"Bigfoot believers and non-
believers alike will enjoy this story that focuses on the importance of friendship and acceptance
amidst bullying, loneliness, and a lack of self-confidence." ― School Library Connection"Plenty
of youngsters—legendary creatures or not—will relate to this smartly crafted tale of appreciating
your own quirks." ― Bulletin of the Center of Children's BooksAbout the AuthorJennifer Weiner is
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of nineteen books, including That Summer, Big
Summer, Mrs. Everything, In Her Shoes, Good in Bed, and a memoir in essays, Hungry
Heart. She has appeared on many national television programs, including Today and Good
Morning America, and her work has been published in The Wall Street Journal and The New
York Times, among other newspapers and magazines. Jennifer lives with her family in
Philadelphia. Visit her online at JenniferWeiner.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.The Littlest BigfootRead more
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Dhyan Atkinson, “Unique story, perhaps a bit heavy handed on the moral, but I liked it and would
read a sequel. I liked this book. I am an adult reader of stellar juvenile fiction and I would put this
book in that category. On the good side, the story was certainly unique as were all of the
characters. I did think the author was a little heavy handed with the "moral" - she mentions
NUMEROUS times and in numerous ways that it is a lonely business being bullied because you
are different and that bullying others shouldn't be done. Fortunately, the plot carried the burden
of the moral well enough. I didn't realize that this was potentially a series book until the last
paragraph - (spoiler alert) someone who is not the bigfoot has non-human blood. Hmmmm! It is
a testament to how much I liked the book that I immediately started trying to find the sequel. PS:
there is a human in the book who has a tail! Try figuring that out as you go along and see if you
can guess who it is before the secret is revealed.”

kayldawnwrites, “Jennifer Weiner has made the crossover from adult writing to juvenile fiction
flawlessly.. Weiner has created a magical world where Bigfoots and humans tread carefully
around each other. Kids are kids in both societies, and they all just want to be loved and
accepted. I couldn't put this book down. I loved it so much, I bought a copy for my daughter's
teacher. The ending has me thinking there will be a sequel, which I'm impatiently waiting for.
Jennifer Weiner has made the crossover from adult writing to juvenile fiction flawlessly.”

jr&smama, “Great messages.. We really enjoyed this audio book. It is told from the perspective
of multiple characters and flows very nicely. My son (9yrs old) enjoyed this aspect as most
books he reads are one sided. Has a lot of great messages about friendship, bullying and
dealing with being a kid and not fitting in.  We will definitely read it again.”

P.D. Pabst, “Intriguing Read!. I always was interested in the tale of bigfoot and if it was real
growing up. This story renewed my childhood interest and perhaps reminded me of some fears
I'd had. But what the author really brought to light, is how everyone is different and shouldn't be
ridiculed because of it. The friendship between Alice and Millie is definitely worth the read!”

Sono Gal, “Bigfoot. Cute book. I had a hard time getting into it but once it gets going its a book
with a message about everyone being different.”

Tuffer C., “Bigfoot or Bust?. Loved this story about two "misfits." I am hoping that this is a series,
because the ending leaves you wondering what is going to happen next.”

Mrs Angela Neville, “Four Stars. Good buy, granddaughter loved it”

Kristina Clair, “Shipped quickly. So far a good read”



The book by Jennifer Weiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 150 people have provided feedback.
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